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What we would have to do

- Decide whether to try to progress or plan for a couple more cycles at Proposed Standard
- Decide on the size of the package to progress
- Understand and reconcile normative dependencies
- Prepare a implementation/interoperability report
Deciding to progress

• Would have to focus on documenting what we have now
  – Rolling in already implemented bug fixes
  – Taking out unimplemented concepts
  – Changes to text would need to be careful to not change the protocol
How much do we progress at once?

- Proposal is to focus on just 3261 and any normative dependencies (like 3263)
- Alternatives are wider scopes
  - SIP Events
  - REFER
  - 100rel
Reconcile normative dependencies

- Dependencies also have to be at Draft or above
  - TLS
  - SDP
  - tel: URIs
  - S/MIME
  - IPSec Architecture
Implementation/Interop Report

- Worth doing whether we try to progress now or not
- Long list proposed in draft
  - Is it at the right level?
  - What’s missing?